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ear Antarctica, in a remote area of the South Atlantic Ocean, a volcano rumbles. Following a few

minor tremors, fresh lava suddenly breaks to the surface,
flowing out of an existing vent. In years past, such an
episode might have passed unnoticed or have come to
light only days or weeks after the event. Now, thanks
to the Eart h - o b s e rving sensorweb developed by the Je t
Propulsion Laboratory and Goddard Space Flight Center,
vo l c a n o l ogists around the wo rld will have key science
d ata about eruptions within hours.

The need
Although the South Sandwich Islands are uninhabited,
NASA’s Terra and Aqua satellites fly overhead four times
per day, skimming past at 7.5 kilometers per second and
an altitude of 705 kilometers. Each spacecraft carries a
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
instrument, which acquires resolution data of 250 to 1,000

Editor’s Perspective
The Autonomous Sciencecraft Experiment on NASA’s Earth Observing One mission has taken a significant and prominent step
forward in validating onboard autonomous systems capability. ASE
demonstrates onboard autonomy for both science and engineering
functions of the mission by enabling autonomous science event
detection and response. For the first time, the study of transient
and dynamic scientific phenomena is made available, long assumed
to be beyond the reach of spacecraft-based science investigations,
particularly those at deep-space destinations. After operating for
several months, ASE has passed that ultimate validation criterion:
being promoted from a technology experiment to a baseline capability for the ongoing EO-1 mission.
The work described here reports on the application of ASE capability across a fleet of Earth-observing space platforms, further demonstrating the value and potential of this emerging autonomybased science investigation paradigm.
—Richard Doyle
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meters/pixel about the islands as part of a 2,700-kilometer-wide swath of imagery.
Streamed to Godd a rd Space Flight Center (GSFC), these
data are processed at the Distributed Active Archive Center
(DAAC) wh e re MODVOLC (MODIS VOLCano Th e rmal Alert
System) algorithms developed at the University of Hawaii
(http://modis.higp.hawaii.edu) automatically detect the vo lcanic activity’s hot-spot signat u re within hours of data acquisition. Softwa re monitoring the MODVOLC Web site matches
this new alert with a prev i o u s lyspecified science team interest in volcanoes in this region, ge n e rating an observation
request to the Earth Observing One (EO-1) ground system.
Based on the re q u e s t’s pri o rity, the ground system
uplinks the observation request to the EO-1 spacecraft.
O n b o a rdAI software eva l u ates the request, o rients the
spacecraft, and operates the science instruments to acquire
h i g h - resolution (up to 10 m/pixel) images with hyperspect ral (220 or more bands) data for science analysis. Onboard,
EO-1 processes this data to extract the volcanic eru p t i o n’s
signature, downlinking this vital info rm ation within hours.
A wide range of operational satellites and space platforms
m a ke their data fre e ly ava i l able, via either broadcast or the
Internet, usually within from tens of minutes to seve ra l
h o u rs from acquisition. For example, d ata from the MODIS
flying on the Terra and Aqua spacecraft are ava i l able via
d i rect broadcast in near- real-time for regional coverage and
f rom 3 to 6 hours from acquisition from Godd a rd’s DAAC
for global coverage. These data provide regional or global
c ove rage with a wide ra n ge of sensing capabilities: MODIS
c ove rs the globe ro u g h ly four times daily (two day and two
night overflights), while NASA’s Quick Scatterometer
( Q u i ckSCAT) covers the majority of the globe daily.
U n fo rt u n at e ly, these global-coverage instruments don’t
p rovide the high-resolution data many science applications
re q u i re. Their resolution ra n ges from 250 m to 1 km for the
MODIS i n s t ruments to 1 km and ab ove for the other instruments. Ideally, h i g h - resolution data would be ava i l able
continuously with global coverage. High-resolution assets
t y p i c a l lycan image only limited swathes of the Earth,
making them highly constrained, high-demand assets.
In our sensorweb application, sensors, science event
recog n i ze rs , and tra cke rs are netwo rked with an automat e d
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Related Work in Sensorweb Research
Considerable effort has been devoted to closed-loop science for
rovers at NASA’s Ames Research Center, JPL, and Carnegie Mellon.1–3
These efforts have some similarity in that they have science, execution, and, in some cases, mission-planning elements. However,
because surface operations such as rovers are very different from
orbital operations, they focus on integration with rover path planning and localization and reliable traverse, whereas our efforts focus
on reliable registration of remotely sensed data, interaction with
orbital mechanics, and multiple platforms. The Multi-Rover Integrated Science Understanding System also describes a closed-loop
multirover autonomous science architecture.4
One closely related effort led by Keith Golden at NASA Ames
seeks to enable real-time processing of Earth science data such
as weather data.5 However, this work focuses on the problem’s
information-gathering and data-processing aspect and thus is
complementary to our sensorweb work, which focuses on operations. Indeed, we’ve discussed with Golden the possibility
of a joint sensorweb information-gathering demonstration.
The Autonomous Sciencecraft Experiment on EO-1 demonstrates an integrated autonomous mission using onboard science
analysis, replanning, and robust execution.6 The ASE selects and
autonomously retargets intelligent science data. ASE represents
a single-spacecraft, onboard, autonomous capability. In contrast,
the sensorweb uses multiple assets in concert and uses the ASE
onboard capability to leverage ground-coordinated requests.
The Remote Agent eXperiment was the first flight of AI software
to control a spacecraft.7 RAX represented a major advance for spacecraft autonomy and operated the Deep Space One mission for sev-

response system to fo rm a sensorweb. Our
ap p ro a ch uses low-resolution, high-cove rage sensors to tri gger observations by highresolution instruments (see fi g u re 1). See
the “R e l ated Wo rk in Sensorweb Research”
s i d ebar for a discussion of other re s e a rch
activities in this realm.

eral days in 1999. RAX operated DS1 during cruise and therefore
performed primarily engineering operations. ASE has flown over a
period of over 18 months and has been the primary science and
engineering operations system for EO-1 since November 2003 and is
expected to continue as such until the end of the EO-1 mission.
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sequence to acquire the new observation.
4. This new command sequence is uplinked
to Asset2 ( for example, EO-1), wh i ch
then acquires the high-resolution data.
5. Asset2 then downlinks the new science data. On the ground this data is
processed and forwarded to the interested science team.

Sensorweb scenario
As figure 2 shows, components in the EO-1
sensorweb architectureoperate as follows:
1. A fi rst asset Asset1 ( s u ch as Modis) acquires data (usually global coverage
at low resolution).
2. D ata from Asset1 is dow n l i n ked and
sent to a processing center wh e re it’s
a u t o m at i c a l ly processed to detect science events.
3. Science event detections go to a re t a s king system (labeled “retasking” in the
figure), wh i ch ge n e rates an observation
request that’s forwarded to an automated
planning system. This automated planning system then ge n e rates a command
MAY/JUNE 2005

To date, Asset2 has been EO-1, the fi rs t
satellite in NASA’S New Millennium Program Earth Observing series. EO-1’S primary
focus is to develop and test a set of advancedtechnology land-imaging instruments.
EO-1 launched from Vandenberg Air
Force Base on 21 November 2000. Its orbit
allows for 16-day repeat tracks, with at
least five overflights per cycle, with a
change in viewing angle less than 10°.
Because EO-1 is in a near-polar orbit, it
can view polar targets more frequently.
EO-1 has two principal science instruments, the Advanced Land Imager and the
H y p e rion hyperspectral instrument. ALI is a
mu l t i s p e c t ral imager with 10-m/pixel panwww.computer.org/intelligent

Figure 1. Sensorweb applications involve
a networked set of instruments in which
information from one or more sensors
automatically serves to reconfigure the
remainder of the sensors.
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Figure 2. Sensorweb event detection and response architecture.

band resolution and nine spectral bands
f rom 0.433 to 2.35 µm with 30-m/pixel re solution. ALI images a 37-km-wide swat h .
H y p e rion is a high-resolution imager that
can re s o l ve 220 spectral bands (from 0.4 to
2.5 µm) with a 30-m/pixel spatial resolution. The instrument images a 7.5 by 42 km
land area per image and provides detailed
s p e c t ral mapping across all 220 channels
with high ra d i o m e t ric accura cy.

EO-1 sensorweb architecture
As figure 3 illustrates, components in the
sensorweb’S automated retasking element
work together as follows.
S c i e n c e - t ra cking systems for each science discipline automat i c a l ly acquire and
p rocess satellite and ground netwo rk data to
t ra ck science phenomena of interest. Th e s e
science tra cking systems publish their data
automatically to the Internet, e a ch in their

Figure 3. Sensorweb response, showing how automated retasking elements work
together.
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own fo rm at—in some cases through the
HTTP or FTP pro t o c o l , in others via email
s u b s c ription and alert pro t o c o l s .
Science agents either poll these sites
(HTTP or FTP) to pull science data or simply receive emails to be notified of ongoing
science events. These science agents then
p roduce science event notifications in a
standard XML fo rmat, wh i ch sensorwebs
log into a science event database.
The science event manager (SEM)
processes these science event notifications
and matches them with science campaigns,
ge n e rating an observation request when a
m at ch occurs. The ASPEN automated missionplanning system processes these requests,
integrating them with alre a dy scheduled
o b s e rvations according to priorities and mission constraints. If a new request can fit
within the existing schedule without removing a higher priority observation, an observation request is uplinked to the spacecra f t .
For an observation to fit within the schedule,
the spacecraft must be able to acquire the
o b s e rvation without violating spacecraft
c o n s t raints such as having adequate power
for the observat i o n , having a time of the
o b s e rvation that does not conflict with a
higher-priority observation, or that there is
a d e q u ate storage for the data onboard.
Onboard EO-1, the Autonomous Sciencecraft software will accommodate the observation request if feasibl e.1 In some cases,
onboard softwa re might have add i t i o n a l
knowledge of spacecraft resources or m i g h t
have trigge red additional observations, making some uplinked requests infeasibl e. Lat e r,
the spacecraft downlinks the science data to
ground stations wh e re it is processed and
delivered to the requesting scientist.
Event tracking and observation
request generation
The science agents encapsulate sensorand science-tracking-specific information
by producing a generic XML alert for each
science event tra cked. The fl exibility enabled
by these modules lets users easily integrate
with nu m e rous science tra cking systems
even though each one has its own unique
data and reporting format. These formats
ra n ge from near- raw instrument data to
alerts in text fo rm at, to periodic updates to
a wide ra n ge of text fo rm ats. The posting
methods have included HTTP, H T T P S, FTP,
and email. Table 1 lists the science-tracking
systems integrated into our system.
The science event manager lets scientists
IEEE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS

specify mappings from science events to obs e rvation requests, track recency and event
counts, and perfo rm logical processing—for
example, tri gge ring an observation if two
MODVOLC a l e rts and a GOESVOLC alert occur
in a 24-hour peri o d. The SEM also permits
t ra cking based on target names or locations
and other event-specific parameters.
As an example, because the Kilauea
volcano is often quite active, a vo l c a n o l ogist there might specify that seve ral tra cking systems would need to rep o rt activ i t y
with high confidence befo re an observation is re q u e s t e d. On the other hand, eve n
a single low-confidence activity notifi c ation might tri gger observation of Piton de
la Fo u rnaise or other less active sites.
Event response: Automated
observation planning
To automate mission planning, we use
the ASPEN/CASPER planning and scheduling
system (ASPEN is the ground-based batch
planner and CASPER is the embedded, flightbased planner; both share the same core
planning engi n e ) .2 ASPEN rep resents mission constraints in a decl a rative fo rm at and
s e a rches possible mission plans for a plan
t h at sat i s fies many observation requests
(respecting priorities) and also obeys mission
o p e rations constraints. ASPEN has served in
a wide range of space mission applications,
including spacecraft operations scheduling,
rover planning, and ground communications
station automation.
ASPEN: Local, committed search
for planning
Search in ASPEN has focused on highspeed local search in a committed plan
s p a c e, using a stochastic combination of a
portfolio of heuristics for iterative repair
and improvement algo rithms.3–5 In this app ro a ch , at each choice point in the iterat ive
repair process, a stochastic choice is made
by ASPEN among a port folio of heuri s t i c s
(with pro b abilities the user can specify).6
This ap p ro a ch has perfo rmed well in a wide
ra n ge of applications.2 The stochastic element combined with a port folio of heuri s t i c s
helps to avoid the typical pitfalls of local
s e a rch. Using a committed plan rep resentation enables fast search moves and pro p agation of effects (100 s of operations per CPU
second on a wo rk s t ation). To increase efficiency, we also use aggregates of activities.7
We’ve focused on an early-commitment,
local, heuristic, iterative search approach to
MAY/JUNE 2005

Table 1. Science alert systems.
Discipline

Source

Detector

Volcanoes

MODIS (Terra, Aqua)
GOES
POES
Air Force Weather Advisory
International FAA
Tunguratua, Eventador
Hawaiian Volcano Observatory
Rabaul Volcano Observatory

MODVOLC, Univ. of Hawaii
GOESVolc
AVHRR—Volcano
Volcanic ash alerts
Volcanic ash advisories
In situ instruments, Harvard, UNH
Sensor alerts

Floods

QuikSCAT
MODIS
AMSR

Dartmouth Flood Observatory
Dartmouth Flood Observatory
Dartmouth Flood Observatory

Cryosphere

QuikSCAT
Wisconsin Lake Buoys

Snow/ice, JPL
UW Dept. Limnology

Forest fires

MODIS (Terra, Aqua)

Rapidfire, UMD MODIS, Rapid Response

Dust storms

MODIS (Terra, Aqua)

Naval Research Laboratory, Monterey

planning, scheduling, and optimization.
This approach has several desirable properties for spacecraft operations planning.
First, using an iterat ive algo rithm lets us
use automated planning at any time and on
any given initial plan. The initial plan might
be as incomplete as a set of goals, or it might
be a prev i o u s ly produced plan with only a
few fl aws. Rep a i ring and optimizing an
existing plan enables fast replanning when
n e c e s s a ryfrom manual plan modifications
or from unexpected diffe rences detected
d u ring execution. Local search planning
thus can have an anytime property, in wh i ch
it always has a “c u rrent best” solution and
i m p roves it as time and other resources
allow. Refinement search methods don’t
have this property.8 Local search can also
e a s i lyadapt for use in a “m i xed initiative”
mode for partial ground-based automation.
Also, it’s easier to write powerful heuristics that evaluate ground plans. These
strong heuristics let us prune the search,
ruling out less promising planning choices.
Third, a local algorithm doesn’t incur the
overhead of maintaining intermediate plans
or past attempts. This fe ature lets the planner
quickly try many plan modifications for repairing conflicts or improving pre ferences.
However, unlike systematic search algorithms, we cannot guarantee that our iterative
algo rithms will ex p l o re all possible combin ations of plan modifications or that it will
not re t ry unhelpful modifications. In our experience, these guarantees are not va l u able
because for large-scale pro blems complete
search is intra c t able.
Fi n a l ly, by committing to values for parameters, such as activity start times and rewww.computer.org/intelligent

s o u rce usages, ASPEN can efficiently compute
effects of a resource usage and the corre sponding resource pro files. Least-commitment techniques retain plan flexibility but
can be computationally expensive for large
applications.9
The sidebar “Unique Challenges of EO-1
Sensorweb Mission Planning” discusses
some of the challenges we faced in adapting ASPEN for the EO-1 sensorweb.
Science data access
A sensorweb project goal is to provide
scientists easy access to multiple data
sources on a single science event, such as a
volcanic eruption or a forest fire (see the
“Sensorweb Examples” sidebar). This data
access portal for the sensorweb project is
still under construction.
Another goal of the sensorweb effort
was to enable easy tracking of spacecraft
operations. This tracking would let scientists understand the images the spacecraft
had acquired and view where science products are in request, acquisition, downlink,
and processing phases. To accomplish this
goal, we have an operational Web site for
science team access. We will shortly make
this site publicly available.

Ongoing extensions and
deep space applications
Te rrestrial dust storms are of significant science interest and can be detected
using seve ral sensors , i n cluding GOES,
AVHRR, and M ODIS.10 G rowing to be as
l a rge as hundreds of kilometers long,
these storms are important because of the
amount of dust they can tra n s p o rt and their
19

Unique Challenges of EO-1 Sensorweb Mission Planning
The EO-1 sensorweb application presented a number of
interesting challenges for automated planning, including
prioritization, file system modeling, momentum management and maneuvers, and coordination of planners.

Priorities
In prioritization, the sensorweb application requires that
the mission-planning element reason about relative priorities on observations as well as how their supporting activities relate to the goal observation priority. Within the EO-1
mission operations, we developed a strictly ordered set of
priorities. In this scheme, each observation is assigned a
value from 1 to 1,000 (with lower values denoting higher
priority). Different user types can submit observation requests within an allotted range of priorities, with many
of the users’ ranges overlapping: a high-priority observation from user 1 might preempt a low-priority observation
from user 2, but not a high priority observation from user
2. ASPEN respects these priorities by the nature of the encoded search heuristics.
These search strategies first prefer plan repair operators
that don’t delete observations. However, if forced to delete
observations, these heuristics prefer deleting lower- p r i o r i t y
observations. In this scheme, priority levels are strictly dominating. For example, one observation of priority 500 will
be preferred to two observations of priority 700.

impact on av i ation. A dust storm sensorweb
would use low-resolution assets to track
l a rge-scale dust storms and autonomously
d i rect high-resolution assets such as EO-1
to acquire more detailed data. Such dat a
would improve scientific understanding of
dust initiation and tra n s p o rt phenomena.
Fi g u re 4 shows a large dust storm in the
Pe rsian Gulf as imaged by MODIS in Nove mber 2003. Ground-based instrumentation—
s u ch as operated by the US Dep a rtment of
A griculture in the A m e rican Southwest and
the People’S Republic of China’S netwo rk of
sites in the Gobi Desert—can also serve to
detect these storms. Detection and tra ck i n g
of dust storms is also of considerable interest on Mars wh e re such storms can grow to
cover the entire planet.

T

he sensorweb concept also applies
directly to deep-space science applications,
S u n - E a rth connection science, and astro20

File system
For file system modeling, one degree of scheduling flexibility involves separating science data processing from
data acquisition. After a scene is acquired onboard, sensorweb can analyze it to detect science events (this applies
only for certain types of science images: volcanoes, floods,
and cryosphere). Sensorweb can then rapidly downlink
this event summary to give scientists a snapshot of the
activity; the complete image will take longer to downlink
and process.
For example, if an image A and an image B are X minutes
apart, there isn’t enough time to process the science data
from image A before the imaging of B. Playing back the
image from the solid-state recorder (where it’s streamed
during data acquisition) into RAM to analyze it requires use
of the SSR; acquiring image B also requires use of the SSR.
However, image A must be analyzed prior to downlink and
file deletion on the SSR.
Representing this properly within ASPEN requires the ability
to model a file system, which we’ve demonstrated in ASPEN in
the Generalized Timelines module. This capability isn’t part
of the core ASPEN that has been used in many applications. To
reduce risk, we require that images be analyzed before the
next image is acquired and represent this as a simple protection in planning terminology. This representation decision
slightly reduces the efficiency of ASPEN-generated plans.

p hysics applications.11 On Mars , for examp l e, surface instruments could detect or
tra ck active, transient atmospheric, and ge ol ogic processes such as dust storms. A l re a dy
in place on Mars is a wide ra n ge of complem e n t a ryassets. The Mars Global Surveyo r
(MGS) spacecraft is flying the Th e rmal Emission Spectrometer, wh i ch can observe dust
s t o rms at a global scale. We could use this
i n s t rument to detect dust storm initiation
events, calling in higher-resolution imaging
devices including THEMIS on Mars Ody s s ey,
the MGS-MOC camera on MGS, and the
HiRise camera on Mars Reconaissance Orbiter (scheduled to arrive in 2006).
A dd i t i o n a l ly, we could integrate surfa c e
assets such as the Mars Exploration Rovers
( c u rre n t lydep l oyed) and the Phoenix Lander (2007) into a Mars sensor netwo rk. In
the future, we expect even more assets to be
on Mars , e n abling even more integrated
o b s e rvation campaigns. An integrated netwo rk of Mars instruments is part i c u l a rly
c ritical to support extended Mars surfa c e
missions (part i c u l a rly manned missions) as
www.computer.org/intelligent

envisioned by the new NASA exploration
initiative.
The automated sensorweb concept has
b road ap p l i c ation beyond planetary science.
For ex a m p l e, in space we at h e r, sun-pointed
i n s t ruments could detect coronal mass ejections and alert Earth-orbiting mag n e t o sp h e ric instruments to reconfi g u re to maxim i ze science data. This solar activity wo u l d
also have ra m i fi c ations on manned ex p l oration on the Moon or Mars. Such an autom ated tra cking system would be critical to
e n s u ring the safety of such missions.
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Momentum management and maneuvers
Maneuver and momentum management presents particular challenges to EO-1 operations. EO-1 uses reaction wheels
to point the spacecraft in imaging targets and downlinking
data. Because EO-1 has only three reaction wheels, it must use
magnetic torquers and the Earth’S magnetic field to dump
momentum from the reaction wheels. Without this process,
the reaction wheels might either be unable to achieve the
desired attitude (because they’re already spinning as fast as
they can, called momentum saturation) or a wheel might
change spin direction (zero crossing) during an image, which
causes jitter in the spacecraft and ruins the image.
However, desaturating the wheels (zero biasing) is timeconsuming, so often there isn’t enough time between images
to perform this step. ASPEN attempts to acquire all images
with zero biasing before and after each image. Still, if zero
biasing for an image will not fit, ASPEN will still acquire the
image: acquiring an image with only a small chance of being
ruined is better than not acquiring the image at all. ASPEN
implements this strategy in its search heuristics. If it has difficulty fitting an image into the schedule, it will first consider
removing the momentum management activities for the lowest-priority image participating in the conflict. If it can still fit
the image without these activities, it will retain the image.
This approach leads to another complication: the association
of myriad activities the image requires. If after searching, ASPEN
determines that an observation will not fit, it must remove all
the associated activities. It does so by annotating them with

the scene ID of the image requiring their presence in the plan
and cleaning up the plan appropriately when the image is
removed. As another complication, parameters of the momentum management activities depend on how ASPEN handled the
immediately preceding scene, as that scene determines the reaction wheels’ initial momentum. ASPEN handles this eventuality
with an explicit dependency between the momentum management activities for an observation and the momentum state at
the end of the prior observation. Again, this could be directly
modeled in the Generalized Timelines module, but for expedience we modeled it with a state and parametric dependency.

Coordinating planners
Another challenge of sensorweb planning is the coordination
of the onboard and ground planners. In the sensorweb, the
onboard planner might have changed the plan since uplink
because of execution variances (such as additional images being
scheduled). To correctly handle this eventuality, the ground
planner guesses, on the basis of the previously uploaded plan,
whether a scene will be possible. If it is, the goal requesting the
observation uploads. The onboard planner then receives this
request and might add the observation (and any necessary supporting activities) to the onboard plan, deleting scenes as
required (consistent with scene priorities). Because this replanning might require considerable search and hence onboard
computing time—and the maneuvers commence 45 minutes
prior to a scene—the ground ASPEN only uplinks observation
requests that occur at least two hours after the uplink window.
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Figure 4. Dust storm in the Persian Gulf as captured by MODIS in November 2003.
www.computer.org/intelligent
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Sensorweb Examples
Sensorweb has been used in such applications as wildfire and flood control, volcanology, and cryosphere monitoring.

The wildfire sensorweb
We have demonstrated the sensorweb concept using the MODIS active Fire
Mapping System.1 Both the Terra and
Aqua spacecraft carry the MODIS i n s t r ument, providing morning, afternoon,
and two night overflights of each location on the globe per day (coverage
near the poles is even more frequent).
The active fire mapping system uses
data from the GSFC Distributed Active
Archive Center (DAAC), specifically the
data with the predicted orbital ephemeris, which is approximately three to six
hours from acquisition.
The active fire mapping algorithm
detects hot spots using MODIS thermal
bands with absolute thresholds:

Figure A. Active fire alerts for the October 2003 Southern California fires. Red indicates active
fires. The light blue box illustrates the background region used in the relative threshold detection.

T4 > 360K, 330K (night) or
T4 > 330K, 315K (night) and
T4 – T11 > 25K, 10K (night)
where T4 is the fourth band of the data
and t11 is the eleventh band. This algorithm also uses a relative-threshold algorithm that requires six nearby cloud-,
smoke-, water-, and fire-free pixels up
to 21 ¥ 21 square. This triggers if the
thermal reading is three standard deviations above the surrounding area.
T4 > mean(T4) + 3 std dev (T4)
and T4 – T11 > median (T4 – T11) + 3
std dev (T4 – T11)
Figure A shows the active fire map
from October 2003 fires in Southern California. Figure B shows a context map of
Southern California with the triggered
sensorweb observation taken below it.

The flood sensorweb

Figure B. Sensorweb trigger images for the October 2003 Southern California fires. Above is
the MODIS Active Fire Map display. Below is the EO-1 Hyperion image acquired via sensorweb
trigger of the Simi/Val Verde fire area used in Burned Area Emergency Reclamation.

The flood sensorweb uses the Dartmouth Flood Observatory Global Active
Flood Archive to identify floods in remote locations automatically, based on satellite data. The DFO
flood archive generates flood alerts based on MODIS, QuikSCAT,
and AMSR-E satellite data.2 The DFO produces the DFO archive
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in collaboration with JPL. The flood sensorweb uses the DFO
QuikSCAT atlas because it’s not affected by cloud cover over
flooded areas.
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The DFO produces the DFO archive
in collaboration with the JPL QuikSCAT
team. In this process, the QuikSCAT
scatterometer data help us assess surface water conditions.3,4 Specifically,
the VV/HH ratio serves to assess surface
water properties of the areas in 0.25
latitude/longitude degree bins. The
sensorweb uses the seven-day running
mean to dampen effects of short-duration rainfall over urban areas. It then
compares these data to the seasonal
(90-day) average of the previous year
season to screen out seasonal wetlands,
publishing the screened alerts to a DFO
Figure C. Dartmouth Flood Observatory global flood alerts for October 2003.
Web site. Figure C shows an example of
a global flood alert.
In the flood sensorweb, indications of active flooding alerts
(NTI) from MODIS raw radiance values by computing (R22 –
trigger EO-1 observations at sites called gauging reaches. These
R32)/(R22 + R32), where Ri indicates use of the radiance value
are river locations whose topography is well understood. We
from MODIS band i. The system compares the NTI to a threshold
can use flood discharge measurements at gauging reaches to
to indicate alerts, generally making it available online within
measure the amount of water passing through a flooded rethree to six hours of acquisition. We’ve also linked into in situ
gion, comparing them with remotely sensed data. Ultimately,
sensors to monitor volcanoes. We are working with a number of
the flood sensorweb increases the amount of high-resolution
teams to integrate such sensors into our sensorweb. The Hawairemote sensing data available on flooding events in prime locaian Volcano Observatory has deployed numerous instruments in
tions of interest (gauging reaches) and times of interest, such as
Hawaii’s Kilauea region. These instruments include tiltmeters,
when active flooding occurs. Figure D shows imagery from an
gas sensors, and seismic instrumentation. These sensors can proAugust 2003 flood sensorweb demonstration capturing floodvide indications that collectively point to a high-probability
ing in India’s Brahmaputra River.
near-term eruption, thereby triggering a request for high-resolution EO-1 imagery. The University of Hawaii has also deployed
infrared cameras to a number of volcanic sites worldwide,
The volcano sensorweb
In the volcano sensorweb, MODIS,
GOES, and AVHRR sensor platforms operate to detect volcanic activity. These
EO-1 Hyperion Image Brahmaputra Aug 6, 2003
alerts then trigger EO-1 observations.
The EO-1 Hyperion instrument is ideal
MODIS Image Brahmaputra Aug 6, 2003
for studying volcanic processes because
of its great sensitivity range in the infrared spectrum.
The GOES and AVHRR alert systems
provide excellent temporal resolution
and rapid triggering based on thermal
alerts.5 The GOES-based system looks for
locations that are hot, have high contrast from the surrounding area, and are
not visibly bright. Additionally, the system screens hits for motion (to eliminate
cloud reflections) and persistence (to
remove instrument noise). The GOES
alert can provide a Web or email alert
within one hour of data acquisition.
The MODIS alert system offers high
instrument sensitivity but lower temporal resolution (MODIS generally has at
Figure D. Examples of low-resolution MODIS imagery (left) and high-resolution EO-1 imagery
least four overflights per day). MODVOLC
(right) from the Flood Sensorweb capturing Brahmaputra River flooding in India, August 2003.
derives the normalized thermal index
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including Kilauea, Hawaii; Erte Ale, Ethiopia; Sourfiere Hills,
Montserrat; and Colima and Popocatepetl, Mexico.7 These
infrared cameras can provide a ground-based detection of lava
flows based on thermal signatures, also alerting the sensorweb.
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